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Reebok, India's leading fitness brand, believes that people will get better through fitness and 
movement, and Reebok is committed to inspiring people to become the very best version of 
themselves.
 
Over the years, Reebok has seen that people have taken to walking as an activity to keep fit. 
To encourage people to take this up as a lifestyle change, the new walking range from Reebok 
will provide high-quality products accessible to all. 

The category will see a host of newly introduced products for both men and women, starting 
from INR 2,799/, built to provide maximum comfort and support. 

Reebok's walking range is backed by superior quality, comfort, and technology. The new 
products, namely Reebok Ever Road DMX, Leap Slip On, Evazure DMX Lite, Reebok Lite 
Slip and Ardara 3.0, among others, are set to strengthen Reebok's position in the walking 
category by making technologically advanced and superior quality shoes at an affordable price 
range.
  



ith conscious fashion on the uptake, Taneira presents Parichay: Song of the Forest, an exclusive 
collection of sarees inspired by the flora and fauna of the forests. The limited collection 
comprises of 50 exquisitely handcrafted sarees with specially designed blouses. The collection 

uses natural and sustainable fabrics birthing from the idea of circular fashion. The pieces in the collection 
are created with the intention of responsible use before they return safely to the biosphere. 

The collection is a culmination of different crafts from across the country to design each exclusive piece 
from the collection. Weaving, printing, painting and embroidery are seen throughout the collection pieces 
in their own unique and significant ways. The beautiful ensembles feature Kashmiri embroidery with 
Kalamkari work, elegant Banarasis with Farad Print and graceful Chanderis with Bagh prints to name a 
few.
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Parichay: Song of the Forest is influenced by the blouses feature natural prints, patchworks and block 
charm, grace, and elegance of mother nature. The printing in various fabrics to compliment the sarees.
collection offers a melange of dark, bright and Since the collection is exclusive, it boasts of limited 
pastel hues with eye catching and intricate pallas pieces which will travel to a different location every 
and borders. The opulent timepieces manifest the month. The collection is currently present at Taneira 
vast blue skies, flowing rivers, the golden sun, South Ex store for limited period of time, followed by 
earth, forests and grass fields bringing alive each Taneira Turner Road store, Mumbai and finally be 
saree and the craft it features. Motifs like lotuses, present at Taneira Indiranagar store, Bangalore.
wild Bela and juhi flowers, koniyas, fishes, jujube From the luxurious silks to the perfect translucence of 
and Ashoka tree and Chrysanthemum florals with tissues, this collection has something for everyone. 
lilies, all adorn the collection enhancing each Starting at a price of INR 26,000, the sarees range up 
piece from the collection. The specially designed till 90,000 INR. 



'She is water. Strong enough to drown you, soft 
enough to cleanse you, and deep enough to save you.'

Every year, International Women's Day is celebrated 
across the world on 8th March to commend and 
applaud womanhood and the success of women from 
all walks of life. 

In a part to stand for womanhood and woman 
empowerment, Shi Fashions has launched a special 
collection “Bold & Beautiful” exclusively for all the 
special women around. Each woman is beautiful in 
her own way, and Shi Fashions understands that. By 
curating statement pieces like pendants, bracelets, 
finger rings, necklaces and much more- the options 
are abundant to match any style and personality. 

With pieces made using sterling silver as the base, and 
intricately crafted with semi-precious stones and 
pearls, their bespoke collection makes self-expression 
through jewellery, a smooth one. 'Shi' mesmerizes its 
patrons with their breath-taking creations and 
dedication to excellence. 



'Women of Substance' hands some love; bracelets carved in ethereal Polki, 
sophisticated Jadau, Indian traditional Mughal 

A woman is the full circle. Within her is the power Kundan and classy diamonds, amongst others. 
to create, nurture and transform. Inspired from their 
strength and power- this special women's day For the women who make your everyday 
collection 'Women of Substance' by AVAMA better…On the occasion of Woman's Day, Pretios 
Jewellers encompasses the uniqueness of every has launched a special collection of elegant and 
women with stellar pieces – perfect for any ambrosial jewelry, perfect for the woman in your 
occasion. life. Their custom made boxes contain the flawless 

assortment- a complete gift box with dainty 
It showcases pieces ranging from delicate diamond adornments. The boxes are available in various 
bracelets, statement finger rings using precious denominations- starting from Rs 2500 till Rs 10,000. 
stones to opulent neck pieces and earrings with They unveils a special jewelry collection on the 
handcrafted kundan jadau and polki – making the occasion of Womens Day which includes Chand 
women in your life feel nothing less than royalty. balis, Chokers, Pasa, polki sets, danglers, bangles, 
The collection incorporates precious metals like bracelets, necklaces, rings, jhumkas and the likes. 
Gold, Diamond, Silver and meticulously crafted This collection has all silver handcrafted jewellery 
stones like kundan jadau and polki in a plethora of with Swarovski Zirconia.  Moreover, with the usage 
cuts, colours and designs – symbolizing the traits of of a metal called Sterlium, Pretios ensures that each 
a strong, powerful, and vibrant woman. The designs piece is scratch resistant, non-tarnish and 
are a melì ange of ornate and sculpted pieces in hypoallergenic.
precious gems like emeralds, sapphire; temple and 
kundan jewellery and polki. The collection is a This International Women's Day 2021, make your 
majestic assemblage of exquisite necklaces, special woman feel extraordinary by gifting her 
beautifully sculptured earrings, rings that give your something nice and creative.



o matter how much eye makeup we do sweet almond oil, wrapped in muslin cloth can be 
but sometimes it just gets impossible to placed warm on your closed eyes. Apply this for 
hide dark circles and wrinkles. They 15-20 minutes everyday and will definitely help 

can really spoil your whole look. So today I am you with reducing crow's feet.
going to share some of the best kept secrets of For wrinkles on the eyelids – touch the lips of your 
removing dark circles and wrinkles: eyes with sweet almond oil, this keeps it subtle and 
Crow's Feet – this is one of the major signs of smooth. Also, you can use your ring fingers to 
ageing, these are the fine lines that appear massage the oil on your lids, move from the inner 
around your eyes. Though ageing is a natural corners to the outer corners of your eyes. Gently tap 
process which cannot be avoided but we can under your eyes and on top of your lids. Do the 
slow down the process or try to keep the massage in a S and 8 movement, this done daily 
impact as less as possible. Take a few bread will surely help.
crumbs soaked in milk with a few drops of A DIY pack that you can try at home is, take 1 

tablespoon of whipped cream, add a pinch of alum 
and 1 drop of lavender essential oil. Keep this pack 
on for about 20 minutes and rinse it with lukewarm 
water.
An eye gel is a must in the morning at night. Use a 
night cream only at night, remember not to massage 
the cream too close to the eyelid as it might result 
in swelling. Gently and slowly massage the under-
eye area with a night cream for 20 minutes and 
then rinse it off. Always remove your eye cream 
before going to bed.
An excellent pack of dark circles that you must 
try is by adding 2 tablespoons of grated 
horseradish, simmer in milk and make it into a 
paste. Apply this paste on the dark circles and 
remove it after 5 minutes.
Another pack that you can try is mix the juice of 
a small cucumber with a teaspoon of rose water, 
put cotton pads in the mixture and place it on 

your eyelids. Keep it on your eye lids for 20 
minutes and rinse it off. This will help your eyes to 
relax and give a cooling sensation.
One more pack that you can make using cucumber 
is by taking thick slices of cucumber soaked in iced 
milk. Apply them on your eyes for 5 minutes. Now 
take a cup of warm tea, dip the cucumber slice in 

the tea and place it for 5 minutes. Keep on 
shifting between cold and warm milk for 

about 3-4 times. This will give you instant 
results.
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oldmine Project Consultant is an 
internationally recognized 
interior designing consultancy in 

India. Founded in 1989, it has built & 
sustained its reputation over the years for 
quality interior design, large-scale 
design, & build projects. They are well 
known for their proficiency and artistry. 
Goldmine is a brainchild of Ketan Sheth, 
his experiential thinking and the abstract 
approach towards design have won much 
recognition. He believes that relentlessly 
pushing to better your best is imperative 
to challenge the rules that have existed. 
In a recent chat with us, Ketan shares 
about his journey and some thoughts on 
designing

G



Expresso: What instigated the spark in you to be 
an entrepreneur?
Ketan Sheth:

Expresso: What was your objective behind Goldmine?
Ketan Sheth: 

Expresso: Goldmine is a unique name. How did 
you come up with this name?
Ketan Sheth: 

executed, and it turned out to be a major breakthrough in 
my career. The owner of this bungalow suggested that I 

 I always had this creative instinct in should change my firm's name from Seth Associates to 
me, the sense of aesthetics & passion for design was “Goldmine” as it earned me many more projects in my 
always there at the back of my mind and people kitty. Hence, this unique name 'Goldmine Project 
around me always admired it. This gave me an idea Consultant Pvt. Ltd.” was incorporated.
to establish an institution of my own, where I can 
develop it further and turn my dreams into reality.

The objective behind it was to create a 
company that will be counted amongst the 'Top Ten 
Interior Designing Firms in India' catering to all aspects 

During the initial days of my of interior designing like Residential, Commercial, and 
profession, I used to pass through a particular Juhu others, with a team of concurring professionals. After my 
Bungalow. I always wanted to design such typical B.Com, I did IDD from JJ School of Arts and then went 
bungalows. Luckily, I bagged this Bungalow Project to Inchbald School of Interior Design, London for in-
named “GOLDMINE” which we had designed, depth knowledge & acumens.

Design is what I am passionate 
about, other than that, outing 
with family & friends and 
socializing with like-minded 
people keep my spirits high.

“ “



Expresso: Have you faced any specific set of 
challenges while you focused upon your goal? How 
did you overcome them?
Ketan Sheth: 

Expresso: Who in the design world you admire the Expresso:  You have received a lot of recognition. 
most and why? So, how different are you now from the time you 
Ketan Sheth: began interior designing as a profession?

Ketan Sheth:

Expresso:  If not the founder of Goldmine, then 
where would you have loved to be in your life?
Ketan Sheth: 

Expresso:  What are some of the other things you 
are equally passionate about.
Ketan Sheth:

Expresso: What is the next new thing for Goldmine 
for 2021?
Ketan Sheth: 

Expresso: Your design sense is incredible so what 
is your design mantra or what kind of designs you 
prefer most.
Ketan Sheth: 

Expresso: A quote you swear by.
Ketan Sheth:

Expresso: Describe yourself in four words.
Ketan Sheth: 

with a new strategy for Goldmine this year. One is 
we have shifted our office to South Mumbai 
Coronavirus pandemic affected just about every 

Challenges are a part & parcel of life industry, including the home space, to some extent. 
and we have to face them & overcome them. Even I Our design trends for 2021 are focused on creating 
have faced many challenges in my professional as ample space utilization, plenty of greenery to 
well as personal life. My wife Manisha & both the maintain connections to nature, sustainable features 
daughters are pillars to me in my all ups & downs. I & budget-friendly solutions to cater to high end & 
have always dealt them with conviction, patience, middle-income groups. It is inevitable that interior 
determination, and overcame them. Above all, I design will be trending, as people would want their 
never thought of looking back. homes to reflect their personality and character.

Zaha Hadid Architecture, Tadao Ando 
Architecture, James Law Cybertecture, Talati  Today, as I look back it has been a 
Panthky & Associates, all of them are best in their long & fruitful journey working from the balcony of 
own field for their incredible work. Apart from them, my residence to my present office. I have grown my 
I have always admired, learned, and inculcated their capacity & it has been a journey in an upward 
thoughts & ideas. Also, I am an ardent follower of direction for me. I feel fulfilled not only as a human 
other architects & interior designers for their being but also in terms of the professional front.  I 
extraordinary projects. have met & interacted with people who are 

considered the best in their field and it has been an 
enriching experience for me as well as a valuable 
growth for myself.

A 'Yacht Designer' or would have 
forayed into diamond or some other product 
designing field because creativity is a part of me.

 Design is what I am passionate about, 
other than that, outing with family & friends and 
socializing with like-minded people keep my spirits 

We have lined up quite a few things high. It also brings out new thoughts & ideas for 
more creativity. I love listening to retro songs while 
traveling, which brings out renewed energy & I get 
answers for some of life's most pressing issues as 
well. 

My personal design mantra is nothing 
specific, but yes of course it should have all the 
aspects of interior designing whether its aesthetics, 
lighting, color palette, space management, etc. The 
designs I prefer or have preferred most are 
contemporary, modern, traditional, mix and match, 
blending in with the concept and according to the 
requirements given by clients and coming up with 
something unique and signature creation. 

 “To Deliver Better than the Best” as 
hard work pays off.

Perfectionist, Creative, Passionate, 
Adaptable.



Hailing from a small village in 
Bihar, growing up with a wish 
to become a one of the critically 
acclaimed actors in this showbiz 
industry, Manoj Bajpayee set all 
the odds apart; to achieve much 
success and love he has 
received so far. He with his 
exemplary work front like 
“Bhiku Mhatre” in Satya, 
“Srikant Tiwari” In Family 
Man and many others, has left 
a never-ending impression 
on the minds of his fans. 
This Padma Shri 
awardee has a special 
familiar connection 
with the audience 
which makes him 
stand apart from the 
crowd. 



Expresso Magazine caught up with the actor for an 
exclusive interaction where he got candid about all his 
struggles and achievements, his films and the recent 
scenario of OTT platform.

Expresso: From 1993 to now, you have had a long 
journey in this industry. How do you look back at it? 
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: Aligarh, Gali Guleiyan, Bhonshle, 
Family Man, Satyameve Jayate, Baaghi 2. In 
these movies you have played different 
characters, how do you describe them?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: Once you mentioned that Gali Guleiyan is the 
hardest role of your career. Why is that so?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: What is an important life lesson that you have 
learned with Bollywood?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Well, I can only say that I look 
back to that time with gratitude and honesty. As a 
newcomer, when I look back, everything seems quite 
detached. Besides, when I first landed in Mumbai, 
the industry was not doing well even for an actor 
like me. Even, it could not give me a place good 
enough to fulfill my dreams. I came here just to 
earn for the work I would be doing. I had to go 
through vicissitudes even after Satya, and I 
think it is a part of life. However, what 
matters to me the most is how I stood up and 
gathered myself to walk ahead. 

If you look at every single film, 
you will figure out that each of these is an 
independent film. The genres are also different; for 
example, Aligarh, Gali Guleiyan, Bhonshle are 
parallel films. Family Man is a series, whereas 
Satyameve Jayate and Baaghi 2 are commercial 
potboilers. You see, I feel that I am grateful to myself as I 
managed to work in films from different genres. Also, I 
am thankful to my directors who put their faith in me and 
supported me throughout. The best part is, they let me 
handle my role the way I wanted. 

Gali Guleiyan is quite tough. My 
character in the film was different as he had a busy mind 
with constant thoughts running through it. His brain was 
quite complex that goes in different directions. Working on 
such a character is hard since you have to go underneath 
the skin of the character to take complete control of it. 
Besides, as the film progresses I had to show the mental 
health deterioration. So, as an actor, it is tough to work on 
these characters since I had to create such thoughts for that 
film. I feel that pulling my role perfectly was the biggest 
accomplishment.  

One of the most crucial life lessons that 
I learned was immediately after Satya. I learned that 
nothing in life is permanent, be it your position or 
compliment. Even if you face failure, it would not last 
long. Also, appreciation and criticism are something that 
you should not take seriously since that phase won't last 
long. Based on failure and criticism, you should not define 
yourself. You might have heard that you are what you 



make of yourself. No amount of appreciation or 
success can help you to achieve something great in life 
if you become lazy. This year started with movies 

releasing on various platforms. My last film 'Sooraj Pe 
Mangal Bhari' did great in theatres as well as on OTT 
platforms. It's been hundred days and still counting 
since its release. Once the theatres get back to their 

OTT gained popularity a few years normal self, the films will start releasing that are lined 
back. I still remember that when we finished with up. Besides, Family Man's second season will release 
'Family Man', there were no signs of Covid-19 this year too. Many things have been planned for this 
anywhere. Within a few years, I just realized that OTT year, hoping that 2021 would go great as planned. 
platforms would turn out to be a creative medium for 
both the actors as well as common people. Besides, we 
hardly knew that Covid-19 would force people to stay  Well, we just turn into a different 
at home, detached from the world leaving them with person and people pay for our profession. Apart from 
nothing, but the OTT platforms for entertainment. This that, we also get a reputation in the industry, respect, 
gave a massive boost to it as well as strength for lifestyle, all these things are important for an actor. The 
gaining importance. Today, I do not think we can think best part is I feel lucky that my dream is fulfilled and I 
of a life without such entertainment platforms. am a successful actor now, and it rarely happens. 
Therefore, I feel that it will be the future and the Besides, as an actor, we get the opportunity to meet 
industry will get the opportunity to grow through the new people, visit new places, be it villages, towns, or 
OTT platforms with time.  even abroad, learning about new cultures, and much 

more. I love trying out different foods and being an 
actor, I got that opportunity as well. These things allow 
me to experience something new every time as an 

Honestly, I do not have any process actor. 
of choosing a project. The only step I diligently follow 
is reading the script as a reader. I look for certain 
factors like whether the story is interesting or 
intriguing, whether it has been done before, the 
capability of the director, etc. Besides, the 
vision of the director matters to me. I make 
sure to choose such projects that have a Honestly, I 
unique theme or story. The cast, am a self-respect man and I 
crewmembers, and director envision for never peek into others' life to 
making the film, everything matters for measure their success with 
me. mine. I just keep myself 

focused on my work. Also, I 
keep myself immersed in my 
life, which is equally 

Bhiku Mhatre's role important for me. So, I hardly 
from Satya completely changed my life. get the time to look into 
It made me a completely different others' life as I am not that 
person. The role empowered me as an kind of person. Even if I get any 
actor as well as a creative person, gave criticisms regarding my work, I 
me the freedom to choose, and helped never answer them back or justify 
me to do things the way I want. them. Rather, I love focusing 

on my work, justify 
my move, my 

Expresso: In terms of work, what are your 
expectations from 2021?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: In the past year, OTT platforms have 
gained immense popularity, what are your thoughts 
on the same?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: What is the best part about being an actor?
Manoj Bajpayee :

Expresso: What is your process of choosing a 
project?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: You always experiment yourself through 
your work, but sometimes it was seen that 

many less talented people got all the 
fame/attractions very easily. Does 

this thing ever bother you?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: According to you, which role 
changed the way makers looked at you?
Manoj Bajpayee : 



efforts as it is necessary. As I mentioned earlier, 
criticisms or mean comments do not bother me since 
these are temporary. Just as nothing lasts 
forever, people will soon forget the 
criticisms after a few days or months.

To be honest, I find 
myself less talented due to which I 
constantly try to work on it. If I find 
someone who is not working enough but 
still getting huge success, then it is his 
destiny. There is nothing to be jealous of 
others' success since I cannot do 
anything about it, as it is God's will. 
Hence, I always try to focus on myself 
rather than envying others as it is of no use.

Well, 
all I want is to stay 
healthy and be a 
good human being 
so that I can 
improve my work 
and my personality. 
Besides, I want to 
be capable enough 
so that I can help 
the needy. Also, I 
would love to 
build a home 
away in the 
forest. I do not 
know whether I 
will be capable 
enough to fulfill 
everything on my 
own, but let's see.

 

Expresso: Do you have any regrets on 
your journey?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

Expresso: You had a great journey in 
your past in terms of films, is 
there anything special that you 
wish would come true?
Manoj Bajpayee : 

“OTT gained popularity 
a few years back. I still 
remember that when 
we finished with 
'Family Man', there 
were no signs of 
Covid-19 anywhere.

“



Ÿ Expresso: Name three things that nobody 
knows about you. 

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Ÿ Expresso: Name a book that inspired you.
Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee :

Ÿ Expresso: What usually brings a smile to 
your face?

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee :

Ÿ Expresso: One habit that you would like to 
get rid of?

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Ÿ Expresso: Since you are from Bihar, what is 
the one thing you miss about the place?

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Ÿ Expresso: Tell us about anyone dream that 
you always wanted to fulfill as a child and as 
a grown-up?

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Ÿ Expresso: One relationship rule you always 
follow.

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Ÿ Expresso: What is the first thing you do 
when you wake up?

Ÿ Manoj Bajpayee : 

Well, I like sitting at the 
home, chill, or even read books. You see, I am 
not a go-out kind of person. I love sitting 
inside my house doing nothing.

 It is 'Rashmirathi' by 
Ramdhari Singh Dinkar. His poems are great 
and inspired me a great deal.

 Every morning when my 
daughter comes to meet me in my bedroom 
makes me quite happy. Also, when I meet her 
after a long day of the shoot also puts a smile 
on my face. 

I do not think that I have 
any bad habits that I want to get rid of. 
However, sometimes laziness creeps in as I 
said that I like sitting at home. So, this is 
something I want to get rid of. 

Some of the most important 
things that I miss about Bihar are the greenery, 
canals, old friends, nukkar, village markets, 
everything.

Honestly, I always wanted 
to become an actor since childhood, which 
was fulfilled in 1993. Besides, when I was 
working in a theatre, the dream was almost 
fulfilled by then.

If your partner is angry, 
then it is better to be quiet. Another one, 
which I feel is very important, is to keep your 
ego aside when you are in a relationship. 

The first thing that I do as 
soon as I wake up is yoga. I am quite addicted 
to yoga and meditation.





NASA : 

Galveston: 

Kemah Boardwalk: 

Swami Narayan Temple: 

Downtown & City Center: 

A guided bus-ride tour shows some of the 
specimens from old exploration & operation. 
Different Audio-Visual Shows, Game's Zone are 
there mostly meant for information & fun. I was 
in 7th Heaven touching the 'Real Moon', a 
specimen collected during exploration & 
preserved for tourist delight.

Offers the natural beach with 
amusement opportunities in Moody Gardens, 
Pleasure Pier, Schlitterbahn Water Park & 
Museums. This coastal resort city is known 
mainly for its restoration & preservation of 19th 
Century Architectural Buildings from the days of 
American Civil War to World War-II.

An Entertainment 
Park....Food, Games, Theme Park Rides, Live 
shows, Walk down the Gulf-Coast, feeding sea-
birds. A full day place for Outing, family or 
friends. Find a corner amidst the buzz if you want 
to enjoy the natural solace of the Gulf.

The place which gets 
flooded with Indians, especially during auspicious 
festive days.

A walk in the 
Downtown area gives an overview of the Central 
Business District, the Sky Scrapers, Baseball 
Stadiums, the parks, Trams & Transport System. 
It is the area which hosts the major museums of 

the city. Being close to the 
A visit to the City Center is quite different from the Mexican border & the Gulf of Mexico, Houston enjoys 
Downtown walk. The buildings are not tall, a Mexican Cuisines in abundance. But the people of the 
modern day consumer area primarily meant for city are real Foodie. They enjoy different sorts of food & 
evening or weekend gathering, shopping, movies, drinks from Mediterranean, Mexican, Italian, Spanish, 
theatres or eating out. Indian, Korean, Japanese, Arabic. Much Planning & 

Preparation goes in to explore the fondness of the Taste 
The Aquarium Buds to the newer challenges ! 

hosts some range & variety of aquatic vibrancies 
coupled by some unique features like the White Then there are those shopping Malls & Departmental 
Siberian Tiger. Stores hosting different sorts of products & offers 

specially during the festival times like Thanks Giving, 
The Art Museum is an 'Arty' one mostly from the Halloween, Christmas, New Year etc.
ones of 'Modern Art' generation. On some days 
special shows of some imminent Artists are on with With a climate close to planes of Indian Cities, it's not 
separate entry. Unless one has a special interest & much a challenge to soak in the atmosphere. If you are 
information of 'Modern Art' this might not be an there, try out the options. Transportation might seem not 
eventful outing. easy but there are ways to figure out, check with the 

hotel staff.
This is my favourite 

place from Houston Visit. Though the name suggests Book air-tickets to George Bush International 
something about Science, this one is really some Airport in Houston. After checking out from the Airport 
museum in totality. Right from pre-historic you may book a Car, if you have US or Similar Driving 
excavation fossils, Red-Indian Civilizations, Old License, or else book a Cab with Driver like Uber. Since, 
Currencies, Festivals, Science Sections the aim is touring, it is better to stay in Downtown or 
demonstrating the 'Periodic Table' from daily life City Centre area, as that will save time & travel cost for 
items, Energy Section showing in a Live Model the the spots inside the city. Travelling to NASA, Galveston 
transition & changing faces of Energy Sources in & Kemah Boardwalk can be done using Uber or 
our Life, the Mineral Section & the brilliant section Equivalent. September to November & February-April 
of 'BIOPHILIA'......the Art & Science of preserving are the best months to travel to Houston with little 
Life & Nature when declared dead. chilling experience in December-January.

People, Food, Shopping & Climate : 

Aquarium & Museum of Fine Arts: 

Museum of Natural Sciences: 
Guideline: 



As always, we're here to help you whip 
up some delicious fingerlicking recipes 
that will not only make you awstrack, 
but also keep your belly happy. Here are 
some delectable chocolate desserts 
recipes by 

 that you can try 
for yourselves this weekend, and that 
will win your hearts straightaway!

Chef Rahul Chahar From 
Taj Mahal, New Delhi

ŸCallebaut Chocolate Chips - 
ŸVanilla Ice Cream - 100 ml
ŸRich Food Cream - 50 ml
ŸMilk - 30 ml
ŸCinnamon powder - 4 gm

40 gm

Ingredients

ŸMix vanilla ice cream, food cream and chocolate chips 
   in a measuring jar.
ŸHeat in microwave for about 1 min and 30 seconds.
ŸStir it with spoon and add milk and cinnamon powder.
ŸBlend it for 10 seconds.
ŸReheat it in microwave for 1 min and 30 seconds 
   again.
ŸServe in a hot cup.

Method



ŸWater - 100 ml
ŸSugar - 75 gm
ŸDark Chocolate - 150 gm
ŸButter - 75 gm
ŸEgg - 3 nos
ŸHazelnut Paste - 10 gm
ŸHazelnut - 15 gm

Ingredients

Ÿ In a thick bottomed sauce pan, boil water and sugar to soft 
ball stage.

Ÿ In a separate bowl melt chocolate and butter and keep aside.
Ÿ In a table top kitchen aid mixer whip the eggs with the help 

of wire whisk. Once, the eggs are a little pale, add in the soft 
ball stage sugar syrup slowly.

ŸAdd the melted chocolate and butter syrup to the egg 
mixture and mix well.

ŸAdd the hazelnut paste and chopped hazelnuts. 
ŸBake the mixture in a cake ring at 180 degrees for 40 

minutes (water bath).
ŸFor gnache take a sauce pan add cream and bring it to boil 

then add chocolate callets hazelnut paste and butter in it. 
Rest it for 4-5 hours.

ŸTake a hazelnut sponge and cut into 3 equal layers.
ŸLine in with chocolate hazelnut gnache and refrigerate it for 

1 hour.
ŸCover it with Chocolate gnache and finish it with chocolate 

garnishes.

Method

Ÿ  Dark Chocolate (Callebaut) - 
    500 gm
ŸFresh Cream - 650 gm
ŸButter unsalted - 20 gm
ŸHazelnut paste - 10 gm 

For Gnache



ŸButter - 45 gm
ŸHoney - 100 gm
ŸAlmonds - 20 gm
ŸRaisins - 20 gm
ŸApricot - 15 gm
ŸPrunes - 15 gm
ŸOats - 40 gm
ŸCornflakes - 15 gm
ŸWheat flakes - 15 gm
ŸRice Crispies - 15 gm
ŸPistachio - 15 gm
ŸAll bran - 15 gm
ŸCranberry - 50 gm
ŸMelon seed - 10 gm
ŸAlmond powder - 50 gm
ŸAlmond flakes - 20 gm
ŸBrown sugar - 10 gm

Ingredients

ŸPreheat oven to 160 degree C.
ŸTake all ingredients together and mix them 

well with melted butter.
ŸTake a baking tray and align with silpat and 

square/rectangular cake ring.
ŸSet the mixture in the baking tray and bake at 

160 degree Celsius for 20 mins.
ŸSet it aside for 3-4 hours and Cut it in a 

desired shape.

Method



Biryani By Kilo is India's fastest growing premium food 
chain that offers authentic Nizami-style cuisine 
including biryanis, kebabs, phirni, and a lot more. 
They deliver dum-cooked biryani with love using fresh 
ingredients and at your doorstep. Their biryani is made 
by their Khansamas, carefully using selective ingredients 
and seal traditionally before giving Dum to retain all its 
flavors. Team Expresso has had the opportunity to sit 
down and talk with the founders of 

. Here's what Vishal has to say about 'Biryani by 
Kilo'…

BBK, Mr. Vishal 
Jindal



Expresso: What inspired you to come up with Expresso: How do you check the quality of your 
Biryani by Kilo? ingredients?
Vishal Jindal: Vishal Jindal:

Expresso: What were the challenges which you 
faced while starting your venture?
Vishal Jindal: 

Expresso: Why Biryani? What's your business 
philosophy?
Vishal Jindal: 

Expresso: What are your future plans for the 
brand?
Vishal Jindal: 

Biryani has always been one of  To ensure freshness and quality, BBK 
the preferred foods for many in India but all the uses the expensive two-year naturally aged Premium 
existing biryani brands cook biryani in bulk & Basmati rice and an array of carefully handpicked 
just reheat it before sending it to customers. spices from Kerala that have the most authentic 
That's where Biryani by Kilo (BBK) stands flavors. BBK uses the most high-quality ingredients, 
apart. We came up with a whole new experience authentic recipes, stringent processes & quality 
by delivering biryani at home in an earthen pot. control to deliver fresh, hygienic, & authentic 
BBK's USP is to make fresh Handi Biryani for delicious Biryanis.
every individual order and deliver the same to 
customers in which Biryani is Dum cooked. It 
not only ensure safety & hygiene but also 
freshness & great flavors besides being eco-
friendly. These Handis/earthenware pots can also 
be reused for cooking food or putting plants.

Entrepreneurship is generally 
hard but deeply fulfilling. F&B is operationally 
challenging and delivering fresh biryani in 
earthen pots within 30 mins time in today's age 
of instant gratification has not been easy. Now 
BBK is an accepted & loved brand for biryanis 
& is famous for its commitment to freshness, 
quality & great taste. Keeping different 
stakeholders happy and scaling across India has 
been challenging but hugely satisfying. Both 
founders are deeply committed to BBK 
becoming the biggest F&B chain from India.

Biryani is one of the most 
preferred meals across all regions of India due to 
its delicious taste, right & balanced combination 
of protein (meats & vegetables) and 
Carbohydrates (Rice). We wanted to spread the 
love for Biryani with the dfferent types like 
Hyderabadi, Lucknowi, and Kolkatta. To 
embrace its past heritage & emotional connect, 
versatility & vast variations like Kathal, Paneer, 
chicken, and mutton Biryanis and being delivery 
friendly is our business philosophy.

BBK plans to outstretch 150+ 
outlets pan India in the next 3-4 years and 
expand to many international destinations too. 
Besides, they have planned to achieve Rs 
500crs+ annual revenues & a healthy bottom 
line in the next 4 years. Its professional & 
passionate management and razor-sharp focus 
on the biryani category should be the biggest 
biryani chain pan India & worldwide.



Expresso: Being a food entrepreneur what kind of food you 
like most?
Vishal Jindal: 

Expresso: What is the one word that you will use to describe 
your journey?
Vishal Jindal:

Expresso: What sets you apart from your competitors?
Vishal Jindal: 

Expresso: In the current scenario, what challenges do you 
face and what steps have you taken to overcome the 
challenges?
Vishal Jindal: 

Expresso: Any word of advice for upcoming food startups?
Vishal Jindal: 

Anything & everything which is authentically 
made

 Challenging yet very satisficing

Biryani by Kilo is probably the only biryani 
chain that Dum cooks fresh biryani in handis for every 
individual order following the age old Khansama style – 
Delivering Biryanis to customers in the same handi in which it 
was Dum cooked. 

In the current scenario, BBK has taken extra 
measures and precautions like sanitising its kitchen every hour, 
screening its employees by taking their temperature every day 
and communicating in transparent manner with employees & 
customers. All BBK safety measures are listed on its website 
under safety standards tab. Therefore BBK business is back to 
100%+ pre covid levels due to our commitment to freshness, 
hygiene & safety along with consistent quality & taste.

Try to create a difference either by product or 
service.  People do accept New Ideas/innovations if done with 
lot of passion.





We all love a laid back Sunday, after a hectic week 
and what's better than coupling it up with a lavish 
Sunday brunch.

Zobet, the Victorian themed gastropub has introduced, 
Viva La Vida, a Sunday brunch full of indulgence.  Get 
started with the live counters which includes an egg 
station, Soya Keema Paw station, Khao Suey, steamed 
Dim sums, waffles and mouth watering Chaats, like 
Puchka, Samosa Chaat, Papdi Chaat, to name a few. The 
tapas and salad section offers Soups, Assorted breads, 
Crunchy Asian salad, Watermelon feta and Rucola salad 
with candied walnut and Tandoori chicken salad. While 
enjoying these, guests can also satiate in starters like 
Spinach corn and cheese croquettes, Veg cagliari pizza, 
Fish finger harissa mayo and Peri peri chicken pizza, 
served hot on the table. The mains include, Veg lasagne, 
Paneer lababdar, Veg Thai curry with rice, Butter 
Chicken, Chicken Biryani and a choice of breads 
amongst others. 
 
End the brunch with drool worthy desserts like Baked 
cheesecake, Chocolate mousse, Strawberry tarts, Walnut 
brownie, and Tres leches. That's not all, there is a Live 
Sundae counter serving ice creams with a choice of 
toppings like Meringue, Broken Brownie, Cookie 
crumble and more.
 
To raise the spirits higher, there's unlimited wine and 
sangria along with live soulful music, making it the 
perfect vibe one wishes for on a Sunday afternoon.
 
Looking for an excuse to dine and drink on a weekend? 
Bet on the good times and drop in at Zobet with your 
friends and family! 

Address: 

Operational Hours: 

Meal for 2: 

6, Camac Street, Fort Knox building, 4th 
floor

Noon to midnight (Monday to 
Thursday), noon to 1am (Friday and Sunday) and 
noon to 2am (Saturday)

Rs 1,100 + taxes without alcohol and Rs 
2,100 + taxes with alcohol



Vintage Asia at JW Marriott Kolkata

Duck and Dim sum

“Roasted 
Hanging Duck” “Shanghai Dumpling”
“Steamed Shrimp Rice Roll” 

“Handmade Salted Caramel Ice 
Cream”

Vintage Asia, JW 
Marriott Kolkata.

 is all set to win 
hearts as they venture into an exotic journey with 

 brunch, inspired from traditional 
Chinese cuisine. The brunch menu will not only lend 
pleasure to your taste buds but will take you on a truly 
scintillating experience. Delicately balancing tradition 
and modernity the culinary team of the hotel 
artistically curated a menu that explores a whole new 
dimension of Chinese piquant flavours.

The carte de jour will feature dishes like, 
,  and 

giving the dishes a 
unique fine nuance. End the scrumptious meal with an 
alluring dessert - 

 coupled with unlimited access to premium 
cocktails and mocktails promises to spoil you for 
choice.

The set menu will have one portion of duck, one 
portion each of 3 dim sums, soup, desserts and salads. 
The triumvirate of the ravishing spread will charm 
your senses. 

The extensive menu incorporates an exceptional 
range of authentic primordial Chinese cordon bleu 
with a contemporary twist, that will offer a simple, 
elegant and vibrant experience for the patrons. Take a 
dip in the fresh flavours and savour a lavish spread 
prepared with finesse only at 

Venue: 
Date: 

Price :

Address: 

Vintage Asia, JW Marriott Kolkata
6th February - 28th March 2021 (Every 

Saturday and Sunday)
 INR 1699 ++ delectably crafted menu with 

soft beverages, INR 1999 ++ delectably crafted menu 
with premium beverages

4A, J.B.S Haldane Avenue, Kolkata – 
700105













enkat Prabhu's fearsome show Live Telecast It begins with Jennifer Mathews or Jenny (Kajal 
will just give that Déjà vu feeling Agarwal) enjoying and hosting a party due to her 
throughout the series. It lacks a punchy immense success for her work Dark Tales. After the 

climax and the cocktail of spooky incidents seems party scraps, Jenny decides to show her employers 
meaningless. that she can do a hit show with her crew. After this 

discussion, they decided to organize a live telecast 
No matter how much you praise Tamil cinemas, it of their experience in a haunted house. Soon they 
seems like the horror genre has no meaning. Yes, decide about their location, which is Shivkriti Hills 
this year director Venkat Prabhu is back with his in Yercaud.
thrilling web show 'Live Telecast'. Being Kajal 
Agarwal's debut web series; you will not find any As the show progresses, suddenly the crewmembers 
notable difference in Live Telecast. Although the are trapped inside the house and experience 
script was written in 2005, the director transformed unnatural and spooky powers taking over. From 
the film into a web series with the hope of making it here, almost everyone can conclude what will 
terrifying. The show begins with an introductory happen next. Yes, how Jenny and others try to 
title showing a diary with 2005 written on it. Even escape builds the story. From the screenplay, you 
though the show justifies the horror genre, still it will understand that the 2005 story does not have 
missed out on something, which could have made any real proceedings. Instead, it only gives a Déjà 
the show spine chilling. vu feel. You can expect to get interesting plots in 

this seven-episode series, but the pointless climax 
Had it been done by other filmmakers from the will disappoint you.
industry, it would not have hurt the viewers. Well, 
we all know that Venkat Prabhu made other films We all have seen some of the petrifying and eerie 
that did not do well at the box office. At least, it did movies like Paranormal Activity and Conjuring. 
leave some good notes in the mind and heart of the However, the jumpscares somehow did not work in 
viewers. But, Live Telecast is such a film that Live Telecast as planned. After watching Live 
seems like it lacks professional direction. If you Telecast, you will agree the director did a perfect 
notice the naming of the episodes like The Intro, job of transforming a film script into a horror show. 
The Plan, you will surely feel that none of the Moreover, the contribution of other characters from 
episodes has connected names, which once again the film like Kayal Anandhi, Vaibhav Reddy, and 
proves poor script planning. Honestly, it looks like others did a mind-blowing work to grip the 
Venkat Prabhu instead of making a consistent story characters. So, you would not feel confused while 
he worked on individual episodes. understanding their mindset.

V



 
In the first few episodes, you will 
see those 90s concepts of good vs 
evil. Just like every ghost have to 
deal with a god-like spirit, Live 
Telecast will seem like a hi-tech 
spine tingling show. Also, how can 
we forget that the show even 
repeated those clichéd horror film 
incidents? Hence, from door 
creaking to ghost walking behind 
every character, you will find 
everything in it. The funniest part is 
the spirit in Live Telecast only 
knows to lift people just by 
strangling them. Above all, the 
same process repeats for every 
person.

Aravind (Daniel Annie Pope) who 
plays the role of live streaming 
show anchor encounters eerie 
experiences in the first few 
episodes. You will find those quite 
comical as they failed to evoke even 
the slightest sense of spookiness 
amongst the viewers. By the end, 
apart from Shekhar (Vaibhav), 
everyone experiences that weird 
levitating. Thus, instead of making 
you feeling terrified, the scenes will 
give a wobbly and funny feel.

Therefore, Live Telecast could have 
done a great job in terms of the 
climax justification and even the 
story. But, you will find none of the 
episodes are convincing or even 
thrilling in their true sense. Coming 
to the characters, Kajal Agarwal did 
a good job as the show director. 
Vaibhav's role as an art director was 
good too and Kayal Anandhi did 
well as a make-up artist. 

Premgi Amaren did the work of 
developing blood-curdling 
background music perfectly that 
enhanced the feel of the series. The 
cinematography and editing are no 
doubt good which somehow gave a 
shape to it. Overall, you cannot say 
that Live Telecast is a spine-tingling 
spooky show. Rather, it is just a so-
so series perfect for weekend time 
pass.
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